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Highly Recommended to Read

G.M. Whitesides, Harvard University, is one the 

world most cited chemists and author of over 1,000 

journal publications



Tips from Whiteside….Outline!





Recommended Book for Effective 

Writing
Series: American Chemical Society Publication Series

ISBN-13: 9780841239999. 2006

The Elements of Style, Fourth Edition,1999

by William Strunk Jr. and E. B. White

http://productsearch.barnesandnoble.com/search/results.aspx?store=book&SID=303551


More Recommended Readings

 The Chronicle of Higher Education: Why Academics 

Stink at Writing
http://chronicle.com/article/Why-Academics-Writing-Stinks/148989/

 Bad Writing Contest
http://denisdutton.com/bad_writing.htm/

 The Sense of Style: The Thinking Person's Guide to 

Writing in the 21st Century, by Steven Pinker, 2014

http://chronicle.com/article/Why-Academics-Writing-Stinks/148989/
http://denisdutton.com/bad_writing.htm/


General Steps

 “To produce a mighty book, 

you must choose a mighty 

theme” (Herman Melville).  

 Topic is important — new, hot 

topics are easier to publish, but 

strive for rigor and relevance 

(R2)

 No great and enduring 

volume can ever be written on 

the flea... (Herman Melville). 

 Good writing takes tremendous 

efforts



General Steps

 Criteria for journal: Right 

audience; high impact factor 

(not an obscure journal, like 

JW Gibbs)

 Start drafting the outline of 

the paper as you continue to 

collect data; it will help you 

to better plan the 

experiments

 Decide about a suitable journal and rough title of the 

paper

 Likely journals in our environmental engineering/scienvce

field are ES&T, ES&T Letters, and other specialized 

journals; can aim higher – Science, Nature, PNAS....



Outline as a Planning Tool

 Think about what data you plan to collect and how 

to present the data most effectively (insightful 

figures, detailed tables, etc.)

 Sketch the future figures (can be done even by 

hand) with the expected data; this will help you to 

design the experiments

 Get ideas about figures and style from good 

published papers that you read (of well respected 

and impactful authors that you appreciate)



General: Paper Structure for Drafting 

the Outline
 Papers usually have the following sections:

• Abstract

• Introduction

• Theory or Modeling (for papers with modeling, if model is 

new)

• Materials and Methods

• Results and Discussion (some split to “Results” and 

“Discussion” as separate sections)

• Conclusion (ES&T doesn’t have this section)

 Plan on ~4-8 figures and a few tables (if any) presenting 
important data

 Most journals have online Supporting Information for 
other data (usually less important or “boring” data)



Outline ― General 

 Decide about the journal and adopt its style for 

sections, subsections, etc.

 Most journals allow sections and subsections.  Some 

(like Elsevier journals) allow sub-subsections (e.g., 

2.xx, 2.1.xx, 2.1.1.xx)

 Think about a logical way to present the data so you 

can tell the “story” of your research in a way that is 

easy to follow and understand 

 It is like a flowchart for a computer code ― ideas 

should flow logically and in the right order

 Creative research, but effective writing ― 

Story NOT a mystery



The Outline

 Have the headings (titles) of sections and 

subsections (and sub-subsections) in order

 Indicate what figures, tables, and equations 

will be included in each of the sections or 

subsections

 Provide final form of figures (if you have data) 

and sketch of what you hope will be the data 

while you are still collecting data or planning 

experiments

 Provide equations and detailed figure and 

table captions 



Outline: Start with Title Page



Outline: Rest of the Paper





Outline: Include the Last Paragraph 

of the Introduction







Title

 Attractive titles, but not too “commercial”, “PR” 
style

 Should reflect the contents of the paper

 Concise but still informative

 Avoid jargon, symbols, commercial names

 Avoid papers with titles followed by “Part 1: xxx” 
(with future papers having “Part 2: yy” etc.)



Example of “Good” Titles 

http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/es034049r
http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/es801251c
http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/la800951v


Example of “Good” Titles 

http://pubs.rsc.org/en/Content/ArticleLanding/2016/EE/C5EE02985F#!divAbstract
http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.estlett.6b00050


Example of Not So Good Titles 

(Yes…my papers ) 



Example of Not So Good Titles 



Abstract

 Concise, yet informative (some journals have word 

count limit)

 Length – about 0.5 to 0.75 page (single space)

 Unless it is a new area of research, no need for 

general/overview opening sentences

 Not too general and vague

 Some specific/quantitative details (but not too much)

 Avoid acronyms, equations, references

 Avoid heavy jargon

 Think about some busy researchers who read only 

the abstract…..



Abstract (Paper)



Abstract (Paper



Abstract (Paper): Use Effective TOC 

Art (Graphic Abstract)



Abstract (Letter, Feature/Perspective 

Article) –Shorter than Paper



Abstract (Letter, Feature/Perspective 

Article) –Shorter than Paper



Introduction

 At least 3-4 paragraphs (short paragraphs, each ~ 

1/3 page or less, but no less than 3 sentences)

 First paragraph – overview about the general, broad 

importance

 Second paragraph (optional) – more overview about 

the specific focus of your paper

 Middle paragraphs – critical review of past work

 One before last – why your work is new and how it 

will add to the body of knowledge

 Last paragraph – state the objectives and scope of 

the paper, with possibly a general finding and/or 

importance



Last Paragraph of Introduction

 State the objective(s) and scope of the paper —
Don’t repeat the abstract!

 Avoid specific details on the experiments and 
detailed results

 After stating the objective, highlight in general 
terms what you have done and the 
general/broad findings



General Tips for Writing the Main 

Body of Paper

 Use short paragraphs (typically ~ 3-6 
sentences)

 Minimize the use of long sentences

 Simple is better! 

 Elegant and eloquent, but not Shakespearean

 Avoid redundancy

 Can use “we”, “our”; NOT “I”, “my”

 When you are not sure about style (e.g., 
equations), look at previously published papers 
in that journal



Conclusion Section

 “Conclusion” or “Concluding Remarks” — not 
“Conclusions”

 Do not repeat the abstract

 Summarize the key findings

 Indicate the broader impact

 Avoid references and equations

 ES&T and some other journals do not have a 
Conclusion section

 For ES&T can use “Implications”



Figures
 Thoughtful presentation of data

 Avoid simple figures with only one data set

 Use multiple graphs if possible

 Large fonts and symbols

 Clear and easy to read legends

 Units for y and x axes; e.g. “Residence Time (min)”

 Capitalize first letter of each word in title (US style)

 Moderately thick lines

 Provide very detailed figure captions with all 

necessary experimental conditions 

 Use colors when needed (dark colors): black, blue, 

red, green, etc.



Examples of Good Figures



Examples of Good Figures
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Examples of Good Figures



Examples of Good Figures



Examples of Good Figures

Werber, et al., Nature Reviews Materials, 1 (2016) 1-15.



Examples of Good Figures



Examples of Good Figures



Recap

 Good writing takes tremendous efforts

 Always start with an outline!

 Creative research, but effective writing ― a 

story not a mystery

 Strive for rigor and relevance (R2)


